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1. Introduction  
Keratoconus (KC) is a type of non-inflammatory disorder leading to a thinning of the corneal layer and ectatic 
protrusion [1]. It causes the bulging eye cornea, which transforms to a canonical shape from a symmetrical dome shape, 
as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). KC patients will experience the conical displacement heading outwards or downwards, where 
this condition is a severe visual disturbance. KC disease is challenging to detect in the early stages; most patients only 
know the real state when they are at a severe stage. This consequence in the quality of life, especially KC patients who 
are mostly 30 years old and below, is affected due to intense vision impairment. Thus, KC disease is not a frivolous 
disease. 
Based on a WHO’s statistical study on October 8, 2019, at least 2.2 billion people have a vision impairment or 
blindness, of whom includes 1 billion people with moderate or severe distance vision impairment or blindness [2]. 
Abstract: Keratoconus (KC) is a condition of the bulging of the eye cornea. It is a common non-inflammatory 
ocular disorder that affects mostly the younger populace below the age of 30.  The eye cornea bulges because of 
the conical displacement of either outwards or downwards. Such condition can greatly reduce one’s visual ability. 
Therefore, in this paper, we afford a mobile solution to mitigate the KC disorder using the state-of-the-art deep 
transfer learning method. We intend to use the pre-trained VGGNet-16 model and a conventional convolutional 
neural network to detect KC automatically. The experimental work uses a total of 4000 side view lateral segment 
photographed images (LSPIs) comprising 2000 of KC and non-KC or healthy each involving 125 subjects. The 
LSPIs were extracted from the video data captured using a smartphone. Fine tuning of three hyperparameters 
namely the learning rate (LR), batch size (BS) and epoch number (EN) were carried out during the training phase 
to generate the best model of which, the VGGNet-16 model fulfilled it. For the KC detection task, our proposed 
model achieves an accuracy of 95.75%, a sensitivity of 92.25%, and specificity of 99.25% using the LR, BS and 
EN of 0.0001, 16, and 70, respectively. These results confirmed the high potential of our proposed solution to 
apprehend KC prevalence towards an automated KC screening procedure. 
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Keratoconus (KC) patients will experience distorted and severe vision and may lose vision if left untreated [3]. Because 
KC is challenging to detect in the early stages of its presence, most patients only know the actual condition when they 
are at a severe stage. The KC prevalence study conducted by Bariah et al. in 2012 and 2015 reported an increase in KC 
disease within three years, with prevalence rates of 1.2% to 30.2% [4]. KC aetiology is multifactorial and still not clearly 
understood. Among the etiologies that positively correlate with KC disease are excessive eye rubbing, atopy, myopia, 
eczema, down syndrome, genetics and geographical factors [3]. 
An optometrist is a primary examiner for an individual’s eye condition. Nevertheless, if any abnormalities in the eye 
are identified and require further treatment, an ophthalmologist will do the eye examination with imaging equipment. 
According to the Ministry of Health Malaysia (2017) Health Indicator report by the Ministry of Health Malaysia in 2017, 
an optometrist’s ratio to the Malaysian population is 17,580. This figure clearly shows that Malaysia is experiencing a 
shortage of optometrists. Most of the settlements in Sabah and Sarawak are relatively far from the major cities and far 
inland. This situation has led to the constraint of the population’s access to proper eye care by the latest ophthalmologists 
and imaging equipment. 
Smartphones can be found everywhere easily, and people use them in almost various fields and uses. Besides, various 
industries have widely adopted smartphone technology and the healthcare industry that does not want to be left behind. 
Manpreet et al. [5] have proposed a low-cost cataract detection system using a smartphone-based, integrated innovative 
system with an attached microscopic lens. The system allows patients in remote areas to conduct regular eye 
examinations and monitor the disease diagnosis progress. The use of progressive technology enables smartphones to 
work alone without the use of external attachment devices. The system will be able to work with machine learning and 
deep learning. 
KC disease can be detected using modern high-tech imaging devices such as corneal topography and confocal 
microscopy in vivo [6, 7] at hospitals or eye clinics. The machines are immobile, expensive and require operation by 
experts. These limitations result in longer waiting lists and more difficult access by communities regardless of those 
living in urban or rural areas. Therefore, this work proposes an automated KC detection method using the eye of side-
view images, known as lateral segment photographed images (LSPI), taken from smartphone cameras.  The proposed 
screening approach employs deep learning algorithms to help the public make eye examinations faster and easier with 
painless mobile devices. It also does not require skilled human resources to handle it.  
 
2. Related Work  
There few researchers developed automatic detection techniques for eye diseases such as cataracts, glaucoma, and 
reddened eyes to the best of our knowledge. They used digital image processing (DIP) approaches on the anterior 
segment photographed images of the eyes [8-10]. Besides, various semi-automatic eye detection studies use data or 
images extracted from specific equipment [11-14]. They developed computer vision algorithms using the DIP 
approaches integrated with machine learning to classify eye diseases. For instances, Fuadah et al. [15] proposed an 
automated cataract detection using the nearest k-neighbourhood method (k-NN) to classify normal eyes, or cataract 
eyes captured using smartphones. The pre-processing steps involve image cropping and grayscale conversion before 
applying the Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix method to extract the texture features. The extracted features are such 
as inconsistency, contrast and uniformity. Their proposed classification system achieved 97.5% accuracy, and the 
results had been validated by ophthalmologists using slit lights on 80 healthy and 80 cataract images [15]. 
 
On the other hand, Ik et al. [16] proposed a red reflex method using smartphone camera flash to detect possible 
cataract symptoms. Then, the captured pupil images are classified using an artificial neural network (ANN). The 
proposed method allows for self-examination by an individual, making it suitable for a mobile screening solution in 
locations with limited medical experts and facilities. Long et al. [17] used a deep learning algorithm to build a CC-
Cruiser that collaborated in a cloud-based platform for multi-hospitals to manage congenital cataract.  Artificial 
intelligence (AI) agents involved the convolutional neural network (CNN) in identifying potential patients from large 
populations in the cloud-based platform. 
 
There are limited studies conducted to detect the presence of KC using the DIP approach. Based on a study 
summary presented in Table 1, KC detection using the DIP approach depends on information captured using modern 
imaging tools such as Pentacam and Placido. Nabhan et al. [18] in 2018 had patented a method that resembled a 
Placido disc ring taken using a smartphone. Also, there is a study conducted by Behnam et al. [19] to detect KC in 
ASPI captured using smartphones. Nevertheless, Behnam et al. [19] performed KC detection and tested only with a 
small number of datasets. These findings indicate that comprehensive studies on KC disease are still relatively limited. 
This scenario has opened up space for KC detection studies of the anterior and lateral eye images using the DIP and 
machine learning. 
 






Table 1 - Previous work on keratoconus detections 
Previous work Description 
Toutounchian et al. 
[13]  
o Features extracted from topography Pentacam images 
o Use ANN, SVM and decision tree classification 
o Tested using 47 normal and 35 KC images and achieve 91% 
accuracy 
Arbelaez et al. [20] o Features extracted from Placido of Scheimpflug camera 
o Detect the Placido ring edges and apply SVM classification 
o Tested using 1059 normal, 677 KC and 226 KC subclinical 
images 
o Achieve 96.9% accuracy, 92.8%sensitivity and 98.2% specificity 
Nabhan [18]  o Patent an approach that similar to the Placido disk ring concept 
o Use smartphone images and ring images (non-ASPI or LSPI)  
Behnam et al. [19]  o Use to detect and grade KC  
o Tested only using 14 normal, and 6 KC LSPI captured using 
smartphones images 
o Accuracies achieved for very severe level (93%), severe (86%) 
and moderate (67%) 
 
 
In recent years, most of the domain are preparing steps towards AI, including deep neural network, to make a better 
world. In medical and healthcare, deep learning has employed in medical imaging analysis, including malaria 
identification [21] and malignant melanoma [22] using photograph images, chest X-rays [23]. In ophthalmology, deep 
learning has started to grow, showing a bright potential to be an important diagnostic tool where this has started to gain 
medical practitioners’ attention. Some examples of ophthalmic disease detections that have employed deep learning are 
diabetic retinopathy [24, 25], age-related macular degeneration (AMD) [26] and glaucoma [27]. Triwijoyo et al. [28] 
implemented convolutional neural network (CNN) as classifiers for retinal images with the highest accuracy of 80.93%. 
They are using the STARE dataset, which consists of 15 classes of retinal eye diseases.  
With the breakthrough and prominence of deep learning, KC disease detection has employed the deep learning 
approach. A recent study by Kamikuya et al. [29] evaluates KC’s diagnostic accuracy using ResNet-18 of the colour-
coded maps. The results indicate that the deep learning approach can discriminate KC from normal corneas and classify 
the disease’s severity. Kuo et al. [30] proposed and compared deep learning algorithms to detect KC based on corneal 
topography images and validate with visualisation methods. They compare three well-known deep learning methods, 
namely VGG16, InceptionV3 and ResNet152 models, on 354 images. Lavric et al. [31] has proposed a CNN algorithm 
to classify KC based on a topographic map. The algorithm gives 99.33% accuracy tested on 1500 healthy and 1500 KC 
cases. However, no study found that KC detection or classification in deep learning uses photographed images to the 
best of our knowledge. 
3. Methodology 
This section is divided into four parts: the LSPI dataset preparation, KC detection using transfer learning (TL), KC 
detection using deep learning (DL) approach, and model efficiency evaluation. In both TL and DL approaches, three 
hyper-parameters were tuned and used to generate models. Fine-tuning of three hyper-parameters involves the batch 
size of 16, 32 and 64, the learning rate of 0.001, 0.0001 and 0.00001, with epoch number of 30, 50, 70 and 100. The 
main motivation of this work is to develop a fully automated KC detection, and it is an extension of our previous work, 
as reported in [32]. The work in [32] presented a semi-automated KC detection approach based on DIP and random 
forest classifier (number of trees =50) using both anterior and lateral segment photographed eye images.  
 
3.1 LSPI Dataset Preparation 
This experiment uses  2000 KC and 2000 normal LSPI extracted from videos captured from the side view of 125 
patients using an iPhone SE smartphone.  These LSPIs are raw images with noises and artefacts, such as eyelashes, 
eyelid, skin colour, undefined corneal edge and reflection. The dataset was collected at the Ophthalmology Department 
in Hospital Kuala Lumpur (HKL), Malaysia, with an appointed optometrist to validate the KC and healthy eyes using 
OCULUS Easygraph Topographer. The dataset can be found in [33]. The optometrist validated each subject’s eye 




image based on the subject’s topographic map. As shown in Fig. 1, corneal curvature data are analysed based on a 
colour scale topographic map, such as orange to violet (warmer colour) represents a steeper cornea, and blue to yellow 
(cooler colour) represents a flatter cornea [34]. Fig. 1a) and Fig. 1b) illustrate the pattern of corneal topographic maps 
of normal corneas, whereas Fig. 1c) and Fig. 1d) are the topographic maps of keratoconic corneas.  Interestingly, in Fig. 
1d) the topographer machine cannot capture the corneal curvature since the subject is in the advanced stage of KC.  
The dataset is split into three parts, namely 60% for training, 20% for testing and 20% for validation. During the 
training phase of KC detection using TL and DL approaches, all LSPIs has gone through the augmentation process 
implemented in Tensorflow and Keras platforms. The data augmentation process artificially expands the training 
dataset’s size by a factor equal to the number of transformations performed. It creates modified image versions by 
transforming the images using rescale, rotation, shift and flip operations. This process can improve imbalanced classes’ 
performance [35] and act as a regulariser to avoid the overfitting problem in neural networks [36]. 
 
 
    
 




Fig. 1 - LSPI of normal and keratoconus cases and their corresponding topography 
 
3.2 KC Detection using Transfer Learning 
 VGGNet-16 is a lightweight and compact IMAGENET model used as a pre-trained network in this work. 
Implementation of this transfer learning approach enables a fully automated detection of KC disease. The convolutional 
layers in VGGNet-16 model can capture the smallest possible features as the layers use a small receptive field of 3x3. 
The VGGNeT-16 model already has rectified linear unit (ReLu) activation function and its optimiser; thus, it is not 
required to tune the activation function and its optimiser during the training and model generation. Firstly, all LSPIs are 
loaded into the model and pre-processed. During the pre-processing step, the images are augmented to increase the 
number of training datasets artificially. Then, the pre-trained model is called to load the pre-trained weight. The first five 
bottom layers are freeze, while another eleven layers are unfreezing to create a new KC detection model.  Fig. 2 portrays 
an overview of the proposed VGGNet-16 model for the KC detection.   During the training process, the model would 
converge on the KC dataset, and the hyperparameters are fine-tuned until the most optimised model is generated. 
As illustrated in Fig. 2, a dropout layer with a probability of 0.5 is added before activating a sigmoid function 
activated in the fully connected layer (FCL). The addition of the dropout layer is to avoid overfitting problems. This 
layer is tuned to its maximum regularisation value, when the regularisation parameter,  (   ) in Equation (1) is 
maximum at      . In Tensorflow and Keras, it is proven that the dropout layer of 0.5 is ideal for the large networks 
option [37].  Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is chosen as an optimiser to generate a new model. Even though the SGD 
performs significantly slower than other optimisers, it can converge better due to its capability of escaping locally 
optimal traps in the cost surface. 
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3.3 KC Detection using Conventional CNN 
For comparison purposes, a shallow conventional CNN model has been developed to train a deep network with a 
small dataset. The proposed models are trained with five convolutional layers, one FC layer and batch normalisation are 
applied at every layer, as illustrated in Fig. 3. A dropout layer of 0.2 is added at the last layer to avoid overfitting. The 
batch normalisation will normalise the input layer to the next layer and prevent an internal covariate shift problem. 
ReLu is used as an activation function at the middle layer to overcome the vanishing gradient problem, allowing the 
d) Image 1 
 
c) Image 2 
 
b) Image 3 
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proposed model to learn faster and perform better [38]. Mainly, the proposed CNN model uses adaptive moment 
optimisation (Adam) optimiser to improve the model efficiency with less memory usage, and it is also fit for static data. 
The most optimised CNN model is proposed after the three hyperparameters, namely the batch size, learning rate and 
epoch, are fine-tuned during the training phase.  
 
          
Fig. 2 - Overview of VGGNet-16 using pre-trained weights to train a new model 
  
 
Fig. 3 - Overview of the conventional CNN architecture used to generate the models  
 
 
3.4 Model Measurement Metrics 
Performances of the KC detection approach using the TL and conventional CNN generated models are evaluated 
using sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy. Equation (2), (3) and (4) represent the three-measurement metrics. 




Accuracy shows the generated model’s overall performance to detect KC and healthy cases over the entire dataset. 
Sensitivity illustrates a model’s ability to detect KC cases, while specificity represents a model’s ability to detect 
normal eye. 
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True-positive (TP) is the method to detect KC eye as KC case while a true-negative (TN) is a normal eye detected as 
normal. The false-positive (FP) results are when normal eyes detected as KC eyes and false-negative (FN) is vice versa.  
 
4. Results and Discussion 
The LSPI of eye images is input to the VGGNet-16 and CNN models, as explained in the methodology section. 
There are three hyper-parameters; batch size, learning rate, and epoch that have been tuned to achieve the best model for 
detecting the KC case and healthy cases. The outcomes are tabularised in Table 2 for VGGNet-16 and CNN models, 
showing the testing data performance rate based on the batch size of 16, 32 and 64. This experiment was conducted using 
a fixed epoch of 100, a learning rate of 0.0001. From the experiments, the batch size of 16 achieves the best performance 
in all measurement metrics for both VGGNet-16 and CNN models.  
Using the batch size of 16 and the same fixed epoch of 100, the VGGNet-16 and CNN models are fine-tuned the 
learning rate hyperparameter shown in Table 3.  Lastly, the models are fine-tuned by varying the epoch hyperparameter, 
as shown in Table 4. In the same experimental work, the CNN model performs the best with epoch 70, while the batch 
size and learning rate are fixed to 16 and 0.0001, respectively. The VGGNet-16 model achieves the highest average 
accuracy of 95.75%, the sensitivity of 92.25% and specificity of 99.25% with an epoch number of 70. 
 












Table 4 - Measurement metrics of generated models with a fixed batch size of 16 and learning rate of 0.0001 
Batch size VGGNet-16 CNN 
Acc (%) Sen (%) Spe (%) Acc (%) Sen (%) Spe (%) 
16 94.13 89.75 98.5 90.12 93.00 92.25 
32 90.62 81.25 100.0 85.37 87.0 83.75 




Acc (%) Sen (%) Spe (%) Acc (%) Sen (%) Spe (%) 
0.001 50.00 46.45 54.25 75.00 59.50 90.50 
0.0001 94.13 89.75 98.5 90.12 93.00 92.25 
0.00001 84.25 78.25 90.25 0.8525 87.75 82.75 
Epochs VGGNet-16 CNN 
Acc (%) Sen (%) Spe (%) Acc (%) Sen (%) Spe (%) 
100 94.13 89.75 98.50 90.12 93.00 92.25 
70 95.75 92.25 99.25 92.12 93.75 90.00 















 In this experiment, during the training phase of the pre-trained VGGNet-16 model, we have unlocked the top-11 
layers and reuse the weight of the bottom five-layer with an additional FCL on top. The bottom layers contain generic 
features that generalise to almost all types of images. As we fine-tuned the last layer of the dense layer, the training 
model will learn specific features to classify KC and normal eyes. The results show that the proposed VGGNET-16 
performs the best KC classification output with a batch size of 16, a learning rate of 0.0001 and an epoch number of 70. 
A lower learning rate value would cause a slower gradient descent and more learning time needed; nevertheless, the 
model performs better. On the other hand, a higher learning rate value would overshoot the gradient descent, making it 
fail to converge, as shown in Table 3. As the batch size increased, the accuracy would be decreased due to poor 
generalisation. Empirically, a smaller batch size has faster convergence and allow the model to start learning before 
having to see all the data. In the end, the batch size depends on the size of the entire dataset.  
The VGGNet-16 model consists of 16 hidden layers. As such, the network can be considered as a lightweight and 
compact architecture. Hence, it is suitable to be implemented in this study that has a limited number of datasets. Also, 
due to the low complexity nature of VGGNet-16, we found that using pre-trained weight allows faster convergence since 
the features are significantly being reused, resulting in speedup that occurs in the lower layers during the training phase. 
This transfer learning method has to adapt these specialised features to work with the lateral eye dataset. Furthermore, 
this work shows that compared to the random initialisation approach, the conventional CNN model, pre-trained transfer 
learning gives better performance with accuracy improvements 5% to 7%. 
 As reported in our previous work, using a top-16 combination features with Random Forest classifier (number of 
trees=50), the KC detection method gave the best performance of 96.05% average accuracy, 98.41% sensitivity, and 
93.65% specificity. Nevertheless, the detection method required a human intervention, where the ground truth of anterior 
corneal segmentation had to be prepared by an optometrist [32]. Comparing with our proposed approach, the pre-trained 
VGGNet-16 model can automatically classify the KC and normal cases in LSPI. As shown in Table 5, the lightweight 
and compact VGGNet-16 model’s performance is comparable with [32].  
Fig. 4 illustrates a few examples of VGGNet-16 classification outputs of the left and right LSPIs captured from 
various side view angles. The confidence level (CL) indicates the probability that an image is classified as KC or normal 
cases. Nevertheless, it is found that CL values below 90% are not reliable in such the images are falsely detected. For 
examples, the images with red dotted boxes are the FP cases with the CL values of 77.3%, 83.8% and 89.2%. These false 
detection cases contribute to the overall performance of the proposed KC detection. These anomalies will be further 
investigated in our future works.  
 















50 93.62 90.00 97.25 81.88 83.75 80.00 
30 89.25 87.00 91.50 81.5 85.75 77.25 
Method Acc (%) Sen (%) Spe (%) 
DIP and machine learning approaches [20] 96.05 98.41 93.65 
VGGNet-16 95.75 92.25 99.25 
  





















Performance between a conventional CN and the transfer learning model, namely VGGNet-16, has been investigated in 
this work. The experimental work found that the VGGNet-16 model with a learning rate of 0.0001, batch size of 16, 
and the epoch number of 70 gives the best performance to detect KC automatically. The proposed deep learning 
approach does not require skilled human resources to handle it; thus, it can instantly produce the detection results. The 
patient could have an immediate diagnosis and take fast action if they need additional follow up treatment. The 
proposed model has a bright potential to be integrated into the decision support system to detect anterior ocular 
diseases, namely to detect KC, as early detection is crucial. It may also become a cost-effective tool for low-income or 
high-risk groups who may not have easy access to eye clinics or ophthalmologists. Besides, this detection approach can 
promote telehealth or screening technology, which is crucial and relevant during this pandemic. 
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